tremendous interest in recent years due to ever increasing number of wireless devices operating in shrinking cells, while demanding high data rates with high Quality of Services (QoS) and Quality of Expectation (QoE). To support these objectives, energy is consumed in every protocol layer. Establishing and maintaining a successful wireless communication link to simultaneously achieve all these objectives becomes challenging since the energy consumption requirements of the user and network are different for different objectives. Thus, there is a need for tradeoff techniques to achieve energy efficiency in each protocol layer. In this paper, we provide a survey of different tradeoff mechanisms proposed in the literature. The EE tradeoffs have been classified based on each protocol layer and discussed its affect in the network energy efficiency. These other QoS parameters include spectral efficiency, deployment, delay, routing, scheduling, bandwidth and coding etc. This survey also discusses the various EE techniques to improve energy-efficiency in infrastructure mode. Finally, the work provides an discussion, where impact of EE tradeoffs have been presented based on different wireless architecture towards realizing a green wireless communication network.
I. INTRODUCTION
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IRELESS networks have seen tremendous growth to support Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Expectation (QoE) requirements of diverse applications with increasing number of users. To cope with these requirements, various wireless standards have been proposed, ranging from technologies characterized by networks for few User Equipments (UEs) with small coverage area (e.g. bluetooth) to networks with larger coverage and hundreds of users (e.g. LTE). These technologies are diverse in nature and coexist in the same Y. Nijsure and G. Kaddoum are with Electrical Engineering Department, Ecole de Technologie Superieure, Montreal, QC H3C 0L7, Canada (e-mail: y.nijsure.2014@ieee.org; georges.kaddoum@etsmtl.ca).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/COMST.2015.2490540 environment to provide ubiquitous network coverage. With the increased drive from the industry for a fully connected network, there is also a need to design heterogeneous wireless network (HetNet) architecture to interconnect these different wireless networks [1] - [5] , where UEs can connect to any available wireless network depending on their requirements. Such an over development of wireless technologies using static resource allocation techniques can result in spectrum scarcity and low Spectrum Efficiency (SE) [6] . Dynamic radio resource allocation and Cognitive Radio (CR) based algorithms can then be used to enhance SE and Energy Efficiency (EE) of the system [7] - [11] . According to some estimates, the global information communications technology (ICT) ecosystem consumes around 1100 to 1800 Terawatt-hours of electricity annually, which is roughly equal to the electricity used by Germany and Japan combined [12] . Worldwide telecommunication networks (which include wire-line, wireless and core networks) are responsible for more than one third of this energy consumption due to increased coverage and user subscriptions. For example, in UK a typical mobile phone operator may consume approximately 40 MW, excluding the power consumed by the user's handsets [13] . In several countries, direct access to electricity is not available at each and every cell site and hence diesel generators (direct source of CO 2 emissions) are used to power the Base Stations (BSs). It should also be noted that BSs consume almost 60% of the total power consumption of a typical mobile network [14] . Furthermore, the data traffic volume of mobile broadband networks is expected to increase by 89 times in the year 2020 as compared to the traffic volumes in 2010 [15] . The movement of this data from core network to user handset will also demand significant amount of energy. For example, to deliver an hour of video on weekly basis to a smartphone for one year will consume more power than the combined annual power consumption of two household refrigerators [12] . To meet these challenges, green evolution is becoming an urgent need for wireless networks. It should be noted that the word 'Green' has been coined to focus on reducing CO 2 emission and energy efficient systems are considered as green as long as they introduce less gas emissions. A study by GreenTouch indicates that despite the data traffic growth in the next decade, wireless networks can be made Green by reducing their overall energy consumption by almost 90% in the year 2020 with significant economic and environmental impact [15] . This green evolution for energy-efficient communication, which can be possible through re-engineering communication system for long-term goal (ex. separating data & control plane [16] , [17] ) and short term goal (ex. appropriate activation of BSs, reduce interferences [7] , [18] , [19] ) and the resulting tradeoff mechanisms is the focus of this paper.
Several researchers have pointed out that the design of energy saving mechanisms are comparatively easier for homogeneous environment than heterogeneous environment. This is mainly due to conflicting design goals of different Radio Access Technologies (RATs). EE objective of one particular RAT can have detrimental effects on the other co-existing RATs within the same radio and geographical environment. Several approaches (discussed in the following subsequent section) are proposed in the literature [20] - [38] are the main contributions to the challenging energy-consumption issue in wireless network.
These green engineering solutions showed that by adapting the access and transmission parameters of APs to the network scenarios can have a large impact on improving EE of wireless networks. However, to introduce energy saving in a holistic way, HetNet requires a generic framework that enables intelligent and dynamic selection of different available strategies at APs. The issue of EE in wireless communication networks can be approached in two ways:
• Communication technology perspective: This perspective includes energy-efficient schemes for implementation at different layers of the protocol stack in a wireless system. • System design perspectives: This perspective includes power management policies, infrastructure deployment, and design of low-power processors among multiple communication nodes.
Several surveys available in the literature are discussed from different perspectives. Authors in [39] provide a survey on green networking research from a system design perspective. In this survey, they have considered four main branches, as adaptive link rate, interface proxying, energy-aware infrastructure and energy-aware applications and observed the root causes of energy-waste in these four main branches. In [40] , authors have presented an overview of the energy consumption problems of wireless communication networks and described different techniques in general that have been used to improve the energy efficiency of these networks. The work in [41] surveys and discusses various techniques towards realizing green mobile networks, with a focus on mobile cellular networks. This work has also summarized the current research projects related to green mobile networks. Survey in [42] presented a brief survey of current efforts for the standardization of the green metrics, the challenges that lay ahead and also considered the energy consumption issue in heterogeneous cognitive networks. Other surveys have discussed important issues, such as scheduling in sensor network [43] , EE techniques in cellular networks [44] , [45] . Several fundamental tradeoff techniques for cellular network were discussed in [46] , whereas survey in [47] provides a brief overview of energy-efficient caching techniques in information-centric networking. The work in [48] , [49] discussed different tradeoffs for generalized MIMO transmission. Table I provides the gap analysis between the existing surveys and our work on green communication.
Considering the above two perspective together produce several different EE tradeoffs for energy efficient green communication. The work presented in this paper is about the EE tradeoff mechanisms in green communication, which to our knowledge has never been conducted and is a novelty of this work. In this article, we present the survey of different EE tradeoff techniques, proposed in the literature. In particular, these tradeoff techniques have been discussed in a layer-wise manner starting with physical (PHY) layer all the way up to higher layers such as transport and application layers. We summarize the main contribution of this work as follows:
• Provide a detailed study of the energy-efficient tradeoffs technique for green communication.
• Present a survey of the different EE tradeoffs proposed in the literature.
• Study the different tradeoffs and its importance within the energy-efficient communication with respect to the particular protocol layer, where they are being used.
• Analyze the behaviour of tradeoffs corresponding to the protocol layer and compare with the other tradeoffs in the same layer.
• Discuss the impact of different tradeoffs on the different types of wireless architecture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section II presents the discussion on wireless networks and power consumption model of different cell types APs/BSs. The EE metrics of green communications are also presented in this section. Section III presents the overview of EE tradeoffs in different layers, whereas Sections IV-VIII present the details discussion of each layer, physical, MAC, Network, transport and application layer respectively. The EE tradeoffs in infrastructure domain have been discussed in Section IX. Section X discusses the findings of the survey. Finally, Section XI concludes the work with future research directions.
II. WIRELESS NETWORKS, POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL AND GREEN METRICS
A. Wireless Networks
Consider a heterogeneous wireless environment as shown in Fig. 1 . The network is composed of different types of cells varies with coverage areas, power, spectrum usage, supported services etc. [3] , [50] , [51] . For cellular technologies, like GSM, LTE, WiMax, Wireless-in-local-loop, the cell dimension is moving from macrocell to microcell to picocell and to femtocell, to accommodate larger number of subscribers with enhanced performances with decreasing mobility. These technologies are normally providing services under licensed spectrum and in general controlled by service provider. Not only that, the relay station is also placed between the BS and subscribers so as to improve QoS performances [22] . Apart from these licensed spectrum scenario, there are other wireless technologies, which are based on unlicensed spectrum, like WLAN, UWB, Bluetooth, RFID, etc., used by subscribers within a small coverage area with static or limited mobility. A typical HetNet scenario consists of several cellular technologies (e.g. GSM, LTE, WiMax, WLL etc.) operating in licensed spectrum and other short-range wireless systems within unlicensed spectrum (e.g. WLAN, UWB, Bluetooth etc.) [1] , [2] , [52] . These technologies are operate on many overlap regions. UEs in HetNet can connect to any available neighboring AP/BS based on its QoS requirement and can also operate with different RATs at a given point of time. Thus, the selection of EE operating point is a non-trivial task in such a network scenario [31] , [38] , [53] . In addition to this, uses of secondary BS for cognitive-radio application increases the compexility to select EE operating point [7] , [9] .
B. Power Consumption Model
Power consumption model is the most important and basic component of any wireless network. HetNet wireless system consists of different types of Base-Stations (BSs), for macrocell, microcell, picocell and femtocell [22] , [54] . In a typical BS, the power consumption will not remain fixed, equal to the one given at maximum load, but will change based on the actual real-time changing traffic load. In a conventional BS, it is mainly the Power Amplifier (PA), DC power consumption that scales down due to reduced traffic load. This mainly happens in multi-carrier communication systems when the number of transmitted subcarriers is reduced in idle mode operation and/or there are subframes free-of-data [22] . Also the baseband processor shows a slight dependence on traffic load due to lower dynamic power consumption when less users/less subcarriers have to be processed. On the other hand, the smallsignal RF transceiver will show no dependence on the traffic load [54] . The relation between relative RF output power and BS power consumption of these reference configurations are nearly linear [55] . Hence, for studies not dealing specifically with component improvements, a linear approximation of the power model is justified. To attain a certain output power P out (0 ≤ P out ≤ P max ), the required input power is P in = P 0 + p × P out [55] , Here P max denotes the maximum RF output power at maximum load and P 0 is the power consumption calculated at the minimum possible output power, which is assumed to be 1% of the maximum. The value of p denotes the constant factor, varies with BS types. The parameters for different BS types based are summarized in Table II [55].
C. Green Metrics
The important aspects of a green communications include defining green metrics, bringing architectural changes in base stations, network planning, and efficient system design [42] . EE metrics are required to measure the energy consumption of the network. Different metrics can measure the energy-consumption or energy-performance tradeoff in a different ways. These metrics have been used to measure the energy-consumption in component level, equipment level, system level. This includes the measurement for each of the proposed techniques for reducing power consumption or enhancing energy efficiency. Since, these metrics are related to enhancing energy efficiency in each layer of communication, altogether can be considered as Green metric. On the other hand, Greenness metrics (Green Performance Indicator, Carbon Emission Calculator, emission factors (gCO2e/kWh etc. [56] ) are directly involved into CO 2 emission. Understanding these metrics provide a better view on how EE can be achieved in wireless networks from a component, equipment and networks level, respectively [57] .
1) Component Level Metrics:
Component level metrics measure the performance of a specific part (antenna, power amplifier, power supply, etc.) of a wireless device. In general, metrics for EE components is its power efficiency, defined as the ratio between the output power and the required input power [53] . This metric can be reliably used to measure the EE performance at several components, such as PAs, antennas, and power supply.
2) Equipment Level Metrics:
These metrics are used to investigate the EE of a given device (end user terminal or BSs) [58] . EE performance of digital baseband processor is usually measured in terms of floating point performance (FLOPS/watt) or Million FLOPS (MFLOPS)/watt [53] . Energy Proportionality Index (EPI) has been proposed as a metric for equipments that evaluates EE of a device on the basis of its energy consumption at idle and maximum load. In [57] , the authors have analyzed the EE for concentrated and distributed BSs. In the first architecture, all the elements are in the same location; while in the second case terminals are located close to the antenna and a central element connect the BS to the network infrastructure.
3) System/Network Level Metrics: These metrics aim at measuring both the energy consumed by the wireless device and the performance experienced at network level (coverage, capacity, delay, etc.) [59] , [60] . A number of metrics have been proposed for EE networks/systems to efficiently evaluate the effect of novel techniques towards achieving green communications systems. The simplest metric is known as the Energy Consumption Gain (ECG) [17] and measures the ratio of the energy consumption at the baseline system and a system under test. Thus in our opinion, it is worth mentioning that this metric is often unfair and it is not always the correct way to compare two systems with different characteristics such as, performance, complexity, supported services etc. A fairer metric is the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) that is defined as the ratio between the peak power and the maximum data throughput that is successfully delivered by the network [J/bit] [17] . However, this metric is appropriated to assess the system EE only at full load. When the network works below its capacity (e.g. in rural scenarios) the Area Power Consumption (APC) [W/m 2 ] is a more effective metric. An extended version of the ECR, named as Energy Efficiency Rating (EER) [bit/J], is defined to capture the degree of proportionality between the energy consumption and different level of load [61] . It reflects dynamic network conditions considering energy consumption in full-load, halfload, and idle periods respectively [61] . Furthermore, weight coefficients are introduced to represent the relative importance of different modes of operation and are application-dependent.
As shown in [57] network level performance indicator (subscribers/W) is defined as the ratio between the average number of subscribers on busy hour traffic and the site power consumption. Such metric is used to evaluate the efficiency of the system in dense urban areas where the traffic demand is often larger than the network capacity. Finally, in [58] the deployment efficiency (DE) [bits/$] is defined to characterize EE of heterogeneous cells deployment. DE is defined as the ratio of the network throughput per unit bandwidth over the network deployment cost within a year of operation.
In our opinion, due to the intrinsic difference of various communication systems and scenarios under observation, it is questionable that only one metric may be sufficient. Furthermore, in future, metrics should consider also the delay introduced by the system under test, QoE at the end-user, backhaul costs and reliability, etc. However, achieving a wide consensus on a small set of (simple, relevant, and accurate) metrics will permit to reliably compare different methodologies/systems and accelerate the research/standardization activities towards the realization of greener cellular networks. In the following, we will discuss the relationship between different parameters to achieve green communications.
III. TRADEOFF MECHANISMS OVERVIEW
The green metrics discussed above are used to quantify EE of the components, equipment or system. The literature shows that EE can be maximized by optimizing some QoS criteria, e.g., spectral efficiency (SE), delay, latency etc. [22] , [62] , related to different protocol layers. Table III provides a list of various tradeoff mechanisms.
The system performance can be improved by using MultipleInput-Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques, e.g., using multiple antennas, multiple users in a single cell scenario, distributed and cooperative MIMO in case of multicell environment [63] etc. These techniques improve the SE of the system and availability of these techniques is also directly related to SE and EE [64] . This improvement is limited by delay in different protocol layer, such as delay due to scheduling, routing and transport [59] , [62] , [65] - [70] .
In the following, we discuss the tradeoffs between the various efficiencies in a layer-based and infrastructure based perspectives.
IV. EE TRADEOFFS IN PHYSICAL LAYER
To reduce the energy consumption of the network, research attempts were made to control the physical layer parameters, such as modulation, coding, transmit power etc., which lead to several interesting tradeoffs.
A. SE-Bit Energy Tradeoff
To measure and compare the energy efficiencies of different systems and transmission schemes, one can choose a metric, which is the energy required to reliably send one bit of information. Information-theoretic studies show that energyper-bit requirement is generally minimized if the system operates at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels, and hence EE is maximized [71] . Furthermore, [71] also determined the minimum bit energy required for reliable communication over a general class of channels by considering the Shannon capacity formulation, and studied the SE-bit energy tradeoff in the wideband regime. In the wideband regime, the required bit energy levels are found to be strictly greater than those achieved when Shannon capacity is considered. In [72] , authors first use modulation scaling to reduce power consumption in transmission. Using modulation scaling, authors showed changing modulation scheme affects the system performance, such as delay and throughput and also the system energy [72] . Traditionally, network should use lower modulation to consume lower power. However, using lower order modulation decreases SE of the system, thus throughput of network will reduce, and the data delivery will also be delayed due to lower SE [66] , [72] .
In [73] , [74] SE-bit-energy tradeoff has been analyzed in the low-power and wideband regimes by employing the effective capacity formulation, rather than the Shannon capacity with considering QoS constraints. In particular, variablerate/variable-power and variable-rate/fixed-power transmission schemes are studied, in [73] and [75] , when the receiver has perfect channel side information (CSI) in both the cases and with or without knowledge at the transmitter. The effective capacity regions for multi-access channel with different scheduling policies have been characterized in [76] . In the work [74] , authors investigated EE in both low-power and wideband regimes. It has been shown that the bit energy increases without bound in the low-power regime, which is also equivalent to the wideband regime with rich multipath fading, as the average power vanishes. On the other hand, the minimum bit energy and wideband slope expressions are found in the wideband regime with multipath sparsity [74] .
B. SE-EE Tradeoff
The authors in [20] have characterized the SE-EE tradeoff for point-to-point transmission in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.
Using Shannon's formula, the SE and EE of the system are defined as,
where C is the channel capacity, P is the given transmit power, and B is system bandwidth, and N 0 is the power spectral density of AWGN, where η tee can be expressed in terms of η se as η tee = η se P . This expression shows that η tee converges to a constant, 1/(N 0 ln 2) when η se approaches zero, and η tee approaches zero when η se tends to infinity. The fundamental tradeoff between EE and SE is shown in Fig. 2 . This SE-EE relationship is for point-to-point communication not for network. Under practical environment, this relationship has been influenced by several hardware constraints, such as circuit power, power amplifier. In case of multiuser/multicell environment inter-user interference or inter-cell interference may break the fundamental assumptions in the point-to-point cases [77] . As shown in Fig. 2(b) , for a given data transmission rate, the expansion of the signal BW is preferred to reduce transmit power to achieve better EE. This BW-Power (PW) relation is crucial to radio resource management, which has been exploited in cognitive radio techniques to determine green transmission strategy [7] , [78] . Another tradeoff, system throughput per unit of deployment cost (DE)-EE is the network performance indicator for mobile operators. These includes all kinds of infrastructure, operation and maintenance cost. It is an important parameter in HetNet. Another tradeoff, DL-PW is related to service latency, which is a measure of QoS and user experience and is closely related to the traffic types and statistics [20] .
C. Throughput, Energy and Path Power Tradeoff
The work in [79] characterizes throughput and energy tradeoff. This work shows that the average path power is a piecewise linear function of throughput, which increases monotonically. The throughput and average path power tradeoff depends heavily on the size of the region, node density, technology parameters and channel conditions. A similar kind of work has been discussed in [80] for bluetooth scatternet. This work provides an analytical study of the tradeoff between throughput, energy and path length (number of hops). Particularly, they have shown that minimizing the hop count in the presence of mobility changes the traffic flows and interference, which play an important role in the network performance.
D. Energy-Bandwidth Tradeoff
For larger coverage, the tradeoff between bandwidthefficiency and energy-efficiency has been studied in case of adhoc wireless network [81] . The required multi-hop relay transmission uses more channel, leads to a loss in bandwidth efficiency but a potential gain in EE because each node can save its transmitting power [82] . It has been shown in [83] that the per node throughput capacity of an ad-hoc network with n nodes decreases with n as (1/ √ n log n), with no constraints on the energy used at nodes. The authors also develop a single metric as transport efficiency which is the product of bandwidth efficiency and EE. As a tradeoff, there is a fundamental gain in EE according to the strategies on the channel uses. By simulating transport efficiency, authors in [81] have shown that for low SNR regime, the proposed common power scheme performs better than a common rate scheme while for high SNR regime, a common rate scheme is superior to a common power scheme. This work has been extended in [84] and [85] . In the energy-bandwidth tradeoff, authors showed that multihop routing with spatial reuse uses the same minimum total energy transmission strategy without considering the receiver processing energy. This provides the best performance at a given energy-bandwidth tradeoff by considering simultaneous transmissions and the number of hops. The authors in [60] , [63] showed that the total energy consumption can be minimized by optimally choosing the rate, determined from the location of relays and the end-to-end distance. Therefore, the best energybandwidth tradeoff can be obtained by comparing the total energy consumption for different location of relays and a routing path. The work in [63] proposed an energy-efficient cooperative relay selection scheme that utilizes the transmission power more efficiently in cooperative relaying systems. The nodes in the network were deployed with multiple antennas and decodeand-forward relay protocol was used [86] .
E. Energy-Distance-Ratio-Per Bit Tradeoff
Another EE metric has been proposed for periodic monitoring applications, referred to as the Energy Distance Ratio per bit (EDRb) [62] . By minimizing EDRb, an optimal hop distance in a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is obtained for which related parameters such as optimal transmission power, optimal SNR, and optimal bit error rate (BER) are found in Rayleigh fading environment [62] . This work concludes that both too short and too long hops routing are not efficient for the purpose of energy saving in WSNs. This affects the sensor lifetime, due to number of retransmission or transmits with high power. Thus, the network architecture will be affected as the sensor network will be broken due to unavailability of the sensors. Since, optimizing number of hops in WSN will restrict the number of retransmission, thus increasing the lifetime of sensor, alias network. Eventually, this will help to decrease energy consumption in the long run [84] . If the transmission can be arranged to occur during non-busy network hours, more bandwidth and thus a larger number of subcarriers can be allocated to the mobile terminal. In [87] , a circuit-level power modeling has been considered to analyze joint bandwidth-power scheduling algorithms for EE in the wireless communication systems. The proposed low-complexity joint bandwidth-power allocation algorithms can be utilized to achieve the maximum EE in the multi-user wireless networks and outperforms any other baseline algorithms.
F. Energy-Delay Tradeoff
In [64] , authors investigate the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the transmission delay of Cooperative MIMO (CMIMO) scheme. CMIMO communications have transformed channel fading from a negative factor that should be mitigated into a positive factor that can be exploited in wireless networks to improve capacity. They provide a lower bound of energydelay tradeoff which offers a deep insight into the benefits of CMIMO compared with classical multi-hop communications. The proposed cross-layer framework provides the lower bound of energy-delay tradeoff of cooperative communications, which is deduced on the condition that the number of cooperative transmitters and receivers is fixed. In case of cellular environment, EE has been studied in OFDMA cellular relay systems. The authors studied power allocation scheme for multi-cell environment [88] .
G. Transmission-Computation-Energy Tradeoff
Computation energy is also important in energy consumption, since data are coded before transmission to mitigate the channel effect [89] , [90] . Author in [91] analyzed the transmission-computation-energy tradeoff in wireless as well as in fixed networks. The tradeoff has been measured between the energy required for decoding and processing transmissions and the energy necessary to transmit a message. It has been shown that the average processing (or computation) energy per symbol depends exponentially on the information rate of the source message. This suggests stronger codes are preferable at low data rates while linear complexity and uncoded transmission becomes preferable at high data rates with acceptable error. Thus a tradeoff is necessary. However, transmission energy consumption is not the only component to calculate EE of the system. Circuit energy consumption plays a significant part of it, especially in short range communication [92] , [93] .
H. SE-EE Tradeoff in Multi-Cell Environment
In multicell environment, interference plays an important factor in EE. This increases the transmission power cost and may reduce the EE of the system [77] . Thus, power optimization schemes are important for interference management in wireless systems as interference resulting from aggressive spectral reuse and high power transmission severely limits the system performance [88] . An energy-efficient power optimization scheme has been investigated in [77] for interferencelimited communications in cellular network. They developed power control and resource allocation scheme to improve EE by considering multi-cell interference-limited scenarios. In twouser, the investigation is carried out in four regime; circuit power dominated regime, transmit power dominated regime, interferences dominated regime and noise dominated regime. With complete network knowledge and cooperation, both users maximize the EE of network as,
where r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 , p c are the rate and transmit power of user 1 and 2 and circuit power. The EE of the network defined by a coupling factor α, which is the ratio between the channel gains with and without interference [77] . Fig. 3 shows the tradeoff of EE and SE with different interfering scenarios. When α = 0, arbitrary SE can be obtained by choosing enough transmit power. When α > 0, regions beyond the SE upperbound is not achievable. Furthermore, EE is much more sensitive to power selection than SE. In interference-limited scenarios, increasing transmit power beyond the optimal power for EE has little SE improvement but significantly degrades EE. Furthermore, power optimization to achieve the highest EE will also reduce SE tradeoff with the increase of α. The investigation shows that the EE power optimization improves not only EE but also SE due to the conservative nature of power allocation, which reduces inter-cell interference to improve the overall network throughput [79] . Another cooperation technique in terms of coordinated multi point (CoMP), addresses the tradeoffs between gains in cell throughput and energy consumption [94] . It can be expected that using CoMP, network increases the energy consumption in cellular base stations. However throughput can also be increased, by considering additional pilot, control and feedback overhead required for CoMP schemes. These are varying under varying network densities and cooperation of cluster sizes [94] . It has been shown that EE of the system is only moderately affected by the use of CoMP schemes, with potential gains of 10% and 20% for small and large site distances, respectively. It is very interesting to note that the cooperation between non colocated base stations does not appear to be beneficial due to the diminishing SE gains for cluster sizes above three, and additionally requires backhauling power for those clusters [94] . Highest EE gains were observed when all cooperating BS are co-located throughout all site distances. Energy-efficient link adaptation was studied for transmission on a frequency-selective channel [95] . In this work, a power dissipation model is used, which includes circuit power that varies with the sum rate and power amplifier efficiency that varies with the bandwidth. In Table IV , we summarize the impact of the above mentioned tradeoffs in different type of network.
V. EE TRADEOFFS IN MAC LAYER
After the physical layer, MAC layer is the most important layer in communication network. Several technologies have been proposed to discuss the issue of energy consumptions in network. In the following, we will discuss few tradeoff used in MAC layer.
A. Energy-Latency Tradeoff
Scheduling is an important aspect for any wireless communication system. The paper [96] explores the energy-latency tradeoff in wireless communication using modulation scaling in the context of data gathering in WSNs. Other scheduling schemes such as non-overlapping density control, density control with adjustable sensing ranges and non-overlapping density control based on distances proposed in [97] , to improve the optimal geographical density control [98] . This has been done by relaxing the coverage requirements by replacing location requirements with only distance requirements and by considering adjustable sensing range. In [99] , authors propose a simple link scheduling algorithm to find the minimum-delay schedule given the slot lengths for all the communication links. The work computed Pareto optimal energy-delay curves by solving a series of convex optimization problems. Here, each objective function is a weighted sum of the delay and the total energy consumption. Finally, the curves of optimal delay-energy tradeoff show a significant reduction of energy and delay is possible by joint design of routing and scheduling together with rate adaptation.
After scheduling, it is needed to route the data packet. The longer route consumes more energy. A novel cross-layer design method has been proposed to minimize consumed energy per packet [100] . This method uses a conventional on-demand routing protocol in power-controlled multihop cellular network. The minimum consumed power routing algorithm considers transmitting power as well as receiving power. The algorithm outperforms other MAC algorithms with similar average success rate. Authors in [101] present a Green Adaptive Scheduling (GAS) algorithm that improves the scheduling EE in OFDMA based wireless cellular networks. The proposed GAS scheme reduces the overall downlink energy consumption while adapting the target of SE to the actual load of the system and meeting the QOS. GAS is a highly flexible and effective scheduler for a variety of traffic scenarios and it drives to notable energy cost reductions while meeting the QoS of UEs active admitted in the system. The simulation results shown that the GAS outperforms other scheduling algorithms, earliest deadline first (EDF) and maximum channel to interference ratio (MCI) i.e. EE-scheduling efficiency tradeoff. The paper [102] concentrates on characterizing energy, latency and capacity trade-offs in multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks. It proposed a multi-objective framework to derive the Pareto-optimal set of solutions with respect to delay, energy and capacity. The Pareto optimal solutions with respect to energy and capacity are obtained for a constant transmission power that is related to the circuit energy and the pathloss coefficient only [102] . However, stability is an issue in Pareto optimization.
B. Stability-Energy Tradeoff
The work in [103] compares stability-energy tradeoff for different adhoc network protocols. The routing protocols can be classified into two types; minimum-weight based, such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol, Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol and stability-based, such as Association Based Routing (ABR), Flow-Oriented Routing Protocol (FORP) and Route-Lifetime Assessment Based Routing (RABR) protocol. In case of adhoc network, the system needs to optimize parameters by selecting the appropriate protocol (i.e EE-protocol efficiency tradeoff). Since, adhoc network supports to dynamic connection/disconnection of nodes, finding a protocol for optimum performance is always challenging. Some protocol are best suited for short time frame and some are for longer time frame. This corresponds to local minima and global minima in case of Pareto optimization. The parameter, stability is used to find the local/global minima with respect to direction, path, hop etc. This path stability depends on hop count, route discoveries, network density, node mobility and network topology. The simulation results in [103] show that FORP routes are the most stable and ABR consumes less energy per node than other routes, which are more stable than ABR routes. On the other hand, based on the energy consumed per packet and the average energy used per node, ABR is better than RABR, which is better than FORP. Thus, proper routing protocol can be chosen based on stability-energy tradeoff. In Table V , we summarize the impact of the above mentioned tradeoffs in different type of network.
VI. EE TRADEOFFS IN NETWORK LAYER
Network layer is responsible for hopping, scheduling, routing the packets. Many times, network layer needs help from MAC layer to perform the task. In the following, we present few tradeoffs in this layer discussed in the literature.
A. EE-Hopping Tradeoffs
The number of hops is an important factor in sensor and adhoc network [104] , if total energy consumption includes circuit energy consumption along with transmission energy DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES consumption. The circuit energy consumption is compatible for smaller transmission range evaluation. In [59] , a tradeoff has been studied between two energy elements for multi-hop and single hop transmissions. The results demonstrate that the minimum energy transmission scheme is a combination of multihop and single-hop transmissions for general networks. They found that the optimal transmission scheme can be a mix of single hop and multi-hop routing. Minimization of total energy favors fewer hops compared to minimization of just transmission energy. Another work [60] addressed routing strategy of a cellular network with two-hop fixed relay nodes. To enhance the radio resource utility, a utility maximization framework via pricing is adopted for multi-cell distributed power allocation. The best route has been selected based on tradeoff between power consumption and data rate using an efficient power-based routing algorithm. The proposed power-based routing strategy performs better than other routing strategies. [105] proposes an approach to select relay using a threshold-based transmission protocol for a system with multiple amplify-and-forward relays and users. The proposed green cooperative communication uses a selection threshold on the first-hop SNR and one-bit feedback and aims to reduce signal processing complexity by limited feedback and save RF power by interrupted transmission. It is shown that transmit power can be dramatically reduced without sacrificing outage performance by appropriately choosing the selection threshold for a given number of relays and SNR range.
B. EE-Routing Tradeoffs
Energy aware routing can also be designed [106] , [107] . In [108] , authors analyze the design of green routing algorithms and evaluate the achievable energy savings in several realistic network scenarios, such as network topology, traffic matrix and the energy profile of the network devices. The proposed green routing may provide an energy-efficient automatic adaptation of the network resources to the traffic conditions, if supported by the topology design and energy-efficient device design. The service provider will have to carefully select the trade off between the achievable energy efficiency gain and the robustness of the solution-as the choice of an unlucky robustness threshold may severally limit the achievable EE gains.
The work in [109] also proposed a power-aware routing to redesign individual network elements to make them rate-adaptive. This redesigning is capable of network-wide traffic rerouting in response to traffic fluctuations. The proper tradeoff between rate-adaptivity and power-aware routing saves a significant fraction of network power consumption, for a wide variety of network topologies, traffic loads, and base power ratio. A battery-aware scheduling in wireless mesh networks presented in [110] . The battery lifetime of a device depends on its usage, which is directly related to power consumption due to use of various services. The energy-efficient communication makes an impact in case of online communication such as voice, live steaming etc. This eventually affects the battery life-time. Not only this, graphics, computation complexity, software usage etc. also affect the power consumption of a device. Since, the overall network energy consumption considered the total power consumption of all the components involved in the process. Therefore, the consideration of battery lifetime with energyefficiency is needed in the discussion of green communication, although the effect is small [70] , [111] , [112] . The authors discussed a tradeoff between scheduling algorithm and battery lifetime in mesh routers.
The concept of sleep mode is used in [113] for Discontinuous Reception (DRX) framework. In DRX, cellular network may provide flexible means to achieve micro-sleep operation for UE even though it is in active mode and running a service. The DRX-aware scheduling provides significant performance gains in terms of packet loss rate and power consumption. In Table VI , we summarize the impact of the above mentioned tradeoffs in different type of network. 
VII. EE TRADEOFFS IN TRANSPORT LAYER
The transport layer is responsible for providing efficient and reliable data transport between network endpoints independent of the physical network in use. This is the layer that is responsible for congestion control in a network, and without proper management, it can increase the energy consumption of the network. The energy management in the transport layer is critical due to the complexity of network structure [114] , [115] .
In transport layer, data need to be transported with higher reliability. The reliability requires two essential mechanisms: congestion control (detection and avoidance), and loss detection and recovery. The different levels of reliability for each kind of applications no) and energy efficient (reduces the exchanged messages to reduce total consumed energy and thereafter increases the network lifetime) [116] . Techniques, such as reliable transport protocol for data streaming [117] and energy-efficient reactive store-and-forward protocol [118] have been proposed for sensor network EE vs. protocol efficiency tradeoff. The energy efficiency of three variants of TCP have been presented in [119] .
Apart from these, the impact of transport layer is studied mainly with respect to cross layer functionalities. The term transport efficiency is used to quantify the SE and delay. In [120] , authors first study a cross layer framework for optimizing the performance of wireless networks as measured by applications or upper layer protocols. The approach combines adaptive modulation with network utility maximization. This maximization problem intend to find the optimal source rate that maximizes overall network utility with optimum network links under optimum power consumption. This enables a tradeoff between EE vs. transport efficiency.
On the other hand, The throughput improvement can be achieved by frequency reuse and signal strength as the decision making metric [121] . In all wireless standards, the ratio between peak data rate and data rate of edge user is very high. However this ratio can be reduced at expense of cell capacity with proportional fair scheduling and fractional frequency reuse. The transmission capacity can be controlled dynamically between switches to reduce the power consumption on the basis of the change in traffic volume [122] . If the history information related to the arriving traffic is known, the transmission capacity can be better estimated. In [123] , the problem of maximizing network utility and minimizing energy consumption while satisfying a given transmission delay constraint for each packet has been discussed. To adapt the distributed nature of the network, a distributed algorithm is used, where nodes decide on choosing transmission rates and probabilities based on their local information. The algorithm is analyzed in star and linear network topologies. The minimum delay constraint of the link varies slowly with the network size. The Pareto optimal points are used to control the tradeoff between energy minimization and utility maximization (EE vs utility tradeoffs). In Table VII , we summarize the impact of the above mentioned tradeoffs in different type of network.
VIII. EE TRADEOFFS IN APPLICATION LAYER
It is anticipated that the internet traffic will continue to grow exponentially for the foreseeable future, which will require ever-growing energy. Since a lot of the internet traffic growth comes from predictable services (such as video) there is a huge potential for decreasing future internet energy requirements by synchronizing the operation of routers and scheduling traffic in advance, thus reducing complexity (e.g., header processing, buffer size, switching fabric speedup and memory access bandwidth speedup). This coined a tradeoff between energy and computation [91] , [107] . Today, scheduling and synchronizing large scale data transfer operations can be easily achieved by utilizing a choice of several global time sources, freely available on earth and in space. In a way, this manuscript shows how to trade global time for electricity utilized by the global internet [124] .
The upper layer deals with partitioning of tasks between fixed and mobile hosts, source coding, digital signal processing, and context adaptation in a mobile environment. Services provided at this layer are varied and application specific. For multimedia TABLE VII  COMMENTS ON TRANSPORT LAYER TRADEOFFS IN DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES streaming applications in wireless networks, an energy efficient cooperative techniques has been developed and analyzed in [125] . Authors combined cellular and short range network architecture to achieve robust transmission over wireless channels and for energy saving. The authors in [126] focused on the first stage of the graphics processor pipeline the vertex transformation stage and introduces an approach to lowering its switching activity by reducing the precision of arithmetic operations. As a result, the approach enables a tradeoff between EE and the quality of the rendered image, i.e. precision efficiency.
Network devices consume high amount of power. An analytical framework has been proposed to effectively optimize power consumption of a network device with respect to its expected forwarding performance [127] . The work focuses on power saving mechanisms working at the network equipment level. In [128] , authors present a new energy management approach that allows systems to monitor their users for energy saving. Whereas, authors in [129] focuses on energy-aware devices to reduce their energy requirements by adapting performance (energy vs delay in accuracy tradeoff). These devices are able to save energy through two main energy-aware primitives, namely, low power idle and power scaling. Through accurate estimation, it has been shown that the proposed model can be effectively applied to design and control energy-aware hardware of next generation network devices [112] , [130] - [132] .
The above mentioned EE tradeoff techniques are applicable for accessing service of user. These EE tradeoffs are used, when users are already connected to the network and want to communicate with each other. This pointing out towards the network configuration i.e infrastructure of network, where users are lying. This infrastructure mode consumes high energy and more responsible for CO 2 emission. On the other hand, these are the responsible for proper connectivity to the user. In the later section, we will discuss the effect of infrastructure on energy efficiency in the network.
IX. TRADEOFF IN INFRASTRUCTURE DOMAIN
This section discusses the EE tradeoff by deploying various BS. The work in [133] investigates the impact of deployment strategies on the power consumption of mobile radio networks.
It considers different layouts featuring varying numbers of micro BSs per cell in addition to conventional macro BSs. This introduces the concept of area power consumption as a system performance metric. Using proper power models, the investigation shows that the power savings from deployment of micro BSs are moderate in full load scenarios and strongly depend on the offset power consumption of both macro and micro sites. This work has been extended in [134] , [135] , which employ simulations to evaluate potential improvements of this metric through the use of micro base stations. To reduce power consumption, several approaches have been investigated by exploiting different characteristics of participating BSs and users.
A. Tradeoffs Using Sleep Mode Technique
To improve the EE, both the energy-consumption-ratio (ECR), as the energy per delivered information bit and the energy-consumption-gain (ECG) of a cellular access network are used when the cell size is reduced for a given traffic density and coverage area [113] , [136] - [138] . Reducing the cell size reduces the cell ECR as desired while increasing the capacity, whereas the overall energy consumption remains unchanged [137] . For better understanding, the concept of sleep mode is utilized [138] . It states that "when capacity density exceeds demand, the architecture is unnecessarily consuming energy by keeping unused base station switched on. Thus a sleep mode has been applied where the cells that are not populated with users are turned off." In sleep mode, cells without active users are powered off, thereby saving energy. An energy-aware management scheme is used to characterize the amount of energy that can be saved by reducing the number of active cells during the periods when they are not necessary because traffic is low [138] . When some cells are in sleep mode, radio coverage and service provisioning are taken care of by the cells that remain active. This needs a tradeoff between DE and EE [20] . This also effects the tradeoff between SE-EE.
B. Cell Breathing Technique
In cell breathing technique, the radius of a cell can be controlled dynamically when the load of the cell increases (i.e. the number of mobile increases) for a given outage probability [139] - [141] . This technique is useful to reduce interference on the user, especially in multicell/multi RAT environment. Depending on the traffic scenario, few BSs can be switchedoff by applying appropriate load-balancing technique, which result to reduce power consumption. Deploying many types of BS introduces interferences on the environment. A closed form formula of the intercell interference for CDMA and OFDMA based cellular networks is derived in [142] . From a maximum outage probability, a relation between cell coverage and mobile density has been derived. It has also been discussed how an operator can combat coverage holes induced by cell breathing by sectorizing omni-directional sites and/or by increasing the number of BSs. In the literature, cell breathing is consider as an feature of cell zooming technique [139] .
C. Cell Zooming and Load Balancing
However, energy consumption of network can be minimized by putting more number of BS in sleep mode, while covering the user by cell zooming [5] . In cell zooming, network adaptively adjusts the cell size according to traffic load, user location, user requirements and channel conditions. Fig. 4 shown the cell zooming operation on cellular network. Traffic load fluctuations can be even more dynamics as the next generation cellular networks move towards smaller cells such as microcells, picocells, and femtocells, which increase the difficulty of cell deployment. In this work, centralized and distributed cell zooming algorithms are developed, and simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can greatly reduce the energy consumption, which leads to green cellular networks by providing tradeoff between energy and outage.
Energy saving management aims to match the capacity offered by operators to the actual traffic demand at offpeak times when the network load under-utilizes the maximum capacity dimension. Such a process is relatively complex in cellular infrastructures since mobility and user activity patterns may create load fluctuations [143] , [144] . Authors in [145] introduces energy-aware network re-configuration methods to flexibly load variations encouraging none or minimal extra energy consumption. Future cellular mobile radio networks will exhibit a much more dense BS deployment, particularly with regards to traffic coverage with a significant increase in power consumption of cellular networks (i.e., DE vs EE tradeoff). To counter this trend, EE of such networks should be increased considerably. Concerning EE, utilizing micro BSs with their smaller power consumption capabilities appear promising. In addition to this, network comprises with various homogeneous and heterogeneous deployment. Authors in [146] investigated various strategies incorporating micro BSs with focus on EE represented by power consumption and throughput (i.e., SE vs EE tradeoff, EE vs adaptive modulation tradeoff). They also analyze the impact of different load conditions on network energy-efficiency with various topologies. In case of limited capacity demand, heterogeneous deployments are better suited than homogeneous cell deployments.
D. Reducing Electromagnetic Pollution
Nowadays energy saving and reduction of electromagnetic pollution have become important issues. One approach to these problems is the introduction of taxes on the energy dissipation [147] - [149] . Apart from this, mobile operators can manage the spectrum in energy efficient way. An intra-operator dynamic spectrum management scheme proposed for an operator's networks of its available spectrum bands to improve power efficiency [6] . It is considered dynamically shifting users into the active bands to allow to switched off radio network equipment in other bands when possible; reducing the transmission power by dynamically sharing of spectrum; allowing more channel BWs by sharing of spectrum thus transmission power can be significantly decreased, and the better hierarchical management of spectrum among different types of cells, whenever coexist. This work is extended to intra-operator spectrum sharing for EE and throughput enhancement (i.e. DE vs EE, SE vs EE tradeoffs), where over 50% reduction on power consumption has been achieved with up to 20% throughput enhancements [150] , [151] .
In addition to this, the impact of EE on society is also in [152] - [154] . In [152] , EE of mobile cellular networks has been studied in concern of industry, operators, as well as of regulatory bodies and the society. It stresses that for fundamental improvements of the EE for wireless broadband access (i.e., DE vs EE, SE vs EE tradeoffs), joint optimizations yielding an optimum at system level is needed rather than optimizing single aspects or individual components.
X. DISCUSSION
To support energy-efficient communication, the current literature has proposed several algorithms, which are developed for all the communication layers. These techniques are used to optimize the performance of communication with respect to energy consumption. Thus, tradeoffs between energy-efficiency and QoS performance efficiency play important role in green communications. The green tradeoffs have mostly been studied for the homogeneous network scenarios. Different tradeoffs have a different impact level on energy consumption in different type of networks. In Table VIII , we list down the impact of these tradeoffs in cellular, sensor, Wi-Fi, adhoc and cognitive radio networks. Cellular networks are further classified into large cells and small cells. We divide the impact level into three different categories, low (L), medium (M) and high (H). For example, SE vs EE tradeoff has a high impact on reducing the energy consumption of a cellular network with large cells compared to small cells. Achieving high SE needs high transmit power and path-loss component contributes more in power consumption in larger cell than smaller cell. Similarly, we can also observe that several tradeoff criterion have a higher impact in large cells than small cells, such as delay-EE (pathlength will effected by cooperation & coordination), DE-EE (deployment of larger cell-BSs consume more power), routing efficiency-EE (cooperation & coordination among several BSs effect the transmitting route) etc. In small cell networks, like femto-cell network, radio resource scheduling plays an important part in system efficiency due to their inherent nature of supporting high SE and sharing spectrum with other cells. Thus, scheduling energy vs EE tradeoff has a high impact in small cell network. In sensor networks, instead of path-loss component, circuit-power consumption dominance the total energy consumption. Therefore, SE vs EE and scheduling efficiency vs EE tradeoffs yield a low impact on the network, whereas coding, BW, deployment and routing play crucial role in energy efficiency. In WiFi network, none of the tradeoff criterion yields a high impact, however it can make large impact in association with larger cell network. Routing is an important factor in adhoc networks. Efficient routing minimizes the delay in an planned deployed adhoc network. Finally in cognitive radio networks, all the tradeoffs have a greater impact on reducing the energy consumption, because of the interdependencies between few tradeoffs, such as SE-delay-DE-EE, SE-scheduling-EE, delay-SE-EE, incorporation of higher layer parameters etc. Table IX on page 28, Section X) listed down the important EE tradeoffs with appropriate references, used in different types of network.
Based on Tables VIII and IX, we have seen the EE tradeoff criteria is not limited to two parameters and there is an interdependency among different parametric efficiencies. The criteria of two parameters holds good in case of homogeneous network, where the basic parameters like transmit power, coverage area, frequency usage are always constant. However, future network comprises with various networks, where basic parameters are different. These parameters increase the complexity to find out the EE tradeoffs. Thus, for future heterogeneous network, impact of EE tradeoffs analysis and evaluation is crucial in achieving the objective of green communications. These tradeoffs are sometimes interdependent and need to be analysis cross layer approach. These inter-dependencies (i.e. SE-delay-BW-EE, SE-DE-power, scheduling-delay-routing etc) may have more impact in heterogeneous networks than homogeneous networks, due to their versatile nature. Moreover, due to their heterogeneity, cooperation, coordination, cognition management in future networks, i.e. 5G and beyond, will be very complex [155] . There is also paradigm shift towards device centric architecture, machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, millimeter wave application, massive MIMO, and smarter devices [156] .
Based on these observations, we can conclude that in a homogeneous network appropriate choice of a tradeoff at each layer can have a significant impact in achieving the objectives of green communications. Multiple tradeoffs with high impact levels can be simultaneously considered at each layer.
XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUES
In this paper, we have provided a survey of different tradeoff techniques that exist for energy-efficient wireless communication.
To design appropriate tradeoff for green communication, several approaches can be consider to enhance user as well as network performances along with the energy-efficiency, as mentioned in the following;
• The UE association, which provides the details of UE, such as, the knowledge of UE behavior pattern, UE capabilities and status, traffic pattern within the environment and UE's requirements & preferences has an effect on dynamic configuration of network & communication parameters [157] ).
• This association is strongly related to multiple access technologies, such as OFDMA, NC-OFDM, OQAM, CDMA, TDMA, SCFDMA and other techniques.
• Next, the proposal on the seperation of data and control plane can provide a better control of network along with higher energy-efficiency [16] , [158] .
• The above approach should consider the issue of security [159] , which should not be compromised by lowering the message exchange, which sometimes reduce the power consumption.
• Next, the energy-efficiency can be enhanced by appropriate use of multi-RAT BSs in Hetnet environment [160] .
• However, the fairness to UEs should not effect to enhance energy efficiency, which greatly depends on the network availability in a given geographical area, network & spectrum policies in that area and the network status at a given time [157] .
• Interestingly, cognitive radio approach is used to counteract energy-consumption issue [7] with usage of energy efficient RATs, energy-efficient allocation of spectrum and/or sharing [161] .
• In addition to this, the incorporation the coordinated multipoint transmission techniques [162] , [163] reduces outage probability and also provide support to BSs activation/deactivation by coordination among the BSs.
• Apart from this, mitigation of interference is an another way to reduce transmit power as well as minimize power in spectrum with the help of fractional frequency reuse [164] , [165] , networked MIMO, massive MIMO [166] , [167] , beamforming [168] techniques.
• Finally, cloud technology for flexibility of RAN deployments [112] , [169] , appropriate data sharing [170] , infrastructure sharing [151] and green software [111] , layered coding [171] , software defined network [172] , [173] , smart grid approach [174] , [175] are needed to be consider for energy-efficient green communication.
• The security issue has not been discussed much in literature. Future research need to focus to find out impact of it on energy efficiency.
In view of the above, it is therefore necessary to study the inter-dependencies of different tradeoffs, which are mainly varies with UE's application (i.e. voice, data, live streaming), location (i.e. indoor, outdoor), status (i.e. static, mobile) and priority (i.e. high, low). These interdependencies between different parameters make the tradeoff mechanism very complex. It can be make simple by dividing into UE specific EE tradeoff, which can be consider as a short term EE goal and network specific EE tradeoff as long term goal. In next generation networks, these two types of tradeoff are need to be consider, analyze and utilize efficiently to enhance green communication to reduce the prevalent spectrum pollution.
